




































Brand Format name Yield File Extensions File upload help descriptions

AGCO FieldStar II ✓ TaskData.XML, 

TLG#####.bin, 

TLG#####.xml

This is a multi-file ISO11783 compliant format.  You must upload a zip file which contains the TaskData.XML file as well as all of the 

TLG#####.BIN and TLG#####.XML files from the same directory.

AgLeader YM2000 ✓ *.YLD This is a single-file format.  You may upload an individual YLD file or a zip file containing multiple YLD files.

AgLeader PF3000 / PF 

Advantage

✓ *.PFL This is a single-file format.  You may upload an individual PFL file or a zip file containing multiple PFL files.

AgLeader Insight ✓ *.ILF This is a single-file format.  You may upload an individual ILF file or a zip file containing multiple ILF files.

AgLeader Integra ✓ *.AGDATA or *.AGSETUP This is a single-file format.  You may upload an individual AGDATA/AGSETUP file or a zip file containing multiple 

AGDATA/AGSETUP files.

AgLeader Compass ✓ *.AGDATA or *.AGSETUP This is a single-file format.  You may upload an individual AGDATA/AGSETUP file or a zip file containing multiple 

AGDATA/AGSETUP files.

AgLeader InCommand ✓ *.AGDATA or *.AGSETUP This is a single-file format.  You may upload an individual AGDATA/AGSETUP file or a zip file containing multiple 

AGDATA/AGSETUP files.

AgLeader SMS Advanced export ✓ *.TXT This is a single-file format.  You may upload an individual TXT file or a zip file containing multiple TXT files.

AgLeader SMS Basic export ✓ *.TXT This is a single-file format.  You may upload an individual TXT file or a zip file containing multiple TXT files.

AgLeader SMS Shape Export ✓ *.SHP, *.SHX, *.DBF This is a shape file format.  You must upload a zip file which contains the SHP, SHX, and DBF files which make up the shapefile.

You may include multiple shapefiles in the same zip as long as all of the companion SHP, SHX, and DBF files are present.

Case IH / 

New Holland

Voyager 1 ✓ *.HLL, *.FLS This is a multi-file format.  You must upload a zip which contains one or more HLL files as well as any FLS files from the same 

directory.  Since the folder structure is very complex it is recommended that you zip and send your entire *.CNH directory.

Case IH / 

New Holland

Voyager 2 ✓ *.TLH, *.TLO, *.TSH, 

*.TSO, *.TLC, *.TLA, *.T**

This is a multi-file format which uses a set of TLH, TSH, TLC, TSC, TLA, TSA, TLO, TSG, and TSO files.  Since the folder structure 

is very complex it is recommended that you zip and send your entire *.CN1 directory.

CLAAS CEBIS/Lexion ✓ *.AFT This is a single-file format.  You may upload an individual .aft file or a zip file containing multiple .aft files.

CLAAS CEBIS 2/Jaguar ✓ TaskData.XML, 

TLG#####.bin, 

TLG#####.xml

This is a multi-file ISO11783 compliant format.  You must upload a zip file which contains the TaskData.XML file as well as all of the 

TLG#####.BIN and TLG#####.XML files from the same directory.

Deere Original GreenStar ✓ *.GSY, *.GSD This is a single-file format and depending on your monitor setup you may have either GSD or GSY files.  You may upload an 

individual GSD or GSY file or a zip file containing multiple GSD and GSY files.

Deere GreenStar 2 (2600) ✓ *.FDD, *.FDL This is a multi-file format which uses pairs of FDD and FDL files. You must upload a zip file which contains one or more pairs of FDD 

and FDL files.  If either file is missing from the pair then the file will not be processed. These files can be found in the RCD directory 

of your GS2 card.
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Deere GreenStar 3 (2630) ✓ *.FDD, *.FDL This is a multi-file format which uses pairs of FDD and FDL files. You must upload a zip file which contains one or more pairs of FDD 

and FDL files. If either file is missing from the pair then the file will not be processed. These files can be found under the 

GS3_2630/<Profile>/RCD/EIC/Documentation directory of your GS3 card.  It is recommended that you zip and send the entire 

Documentation directory for simplicity.

Deere GreenStar 4 (4600) ✓ *.JDL This is a single-file format.  You may upload an individual *.jdl files or a zip file containing multiple *.jdl files.

Deere APEX Shape Export ✓ *.SHP, *.SHX, *.DBF This is a shape file format.  You must upload a zip file which contains the SHP, SHX, and DBF files which make up the shapefile.

You may include multiple shapefiles in the same zip as long as all of the companion SHP, SHX, and DBF files are present.

Loup 8000i Yield ✓ *.X## This is a single file format.  Loup yield files are named with a numeric date and an extension that begins with ".X".  Example: 

20140925.X05.  You may upload an individual .X## file or a zip file containing multiple .X## files.

Loup Loup Elite ✓ *.LoupElite This is a single-file format.  You may upload an individual .LoupElite file or a zip file containing multiple .LoupElite files.

Mapshots AgStudio export ✓ *.SHP, *.SHX, *.DBF, 

*.MCD

This is a shape file format.  You must upload a zip file which contains the SHP, SHX, DBF, and MCD files which make up the 

shapefile. You may include multiple shapefiles in the same zip as long as all of the companion SHP, SHX, DBF, and MCD files are 

present.

Precision Precision 20/20 .dat ✓ harvest_*.dat, 

field_map_*.dat, 

liquid_map_*.dat

This is a single-file format but planting operations are usually a zip file containing all of the *.DAT files.  Precision 20/20 planting file 

names start with "field_map" Example: field_map_2012_03_12_000.dat.  Precision 20/20 yield file names start with "harvest" 

Example: harvest_1_Corn_2013_09_17_000.dat.

Precision Precision 20/20 .2020 ✓ *.2020 This is a single-file format.  You may upload an individual *.2020 files or a zip file containing multiple *.2020 files.

Raven ADV ✓ *.adv, *.adv.zip This is a single-file format.  You may upload an individual *.adv files or a zip file containing multiple *.adv files.

Raven RAD file ✓ *.jdf, *.jdp, *.jdp.zip This is a single-file format.  You may upload an individual *.JDP.ZIP files or a zip file containing multiple *.JDP.ZIP files.

Raven Slinghsot export ✓ *.SHP, *.SHX, *.DBF This is a shape file format.  You must upload a zip file which contains the SHP, SHX, and DBF files which make up the shapefile.

You may include multiple shapefiles in the same zip as long as all of the companion SHP, SHX, and DBF files are present.

Topcon Topcon X30 ✓ *.CSV, *.INI This is a multiple-file format.  We suggest zipping the entire folder structure for best results.

Trimble FMX (Shapefile) ✓ *.SHP, *.SHX, *.DBF This is a shape file format. You must upload a zip file which contains the Coverage.SHP, Coverage.SHX, and Coverage. DBF files 

which make up the shapefile. You may include multiple shapefiles in the same zip as long as all of the companion SHP, SHX, and 

DBF files are present.

Trimble FMX (ISOXML) ✓ TaskData.XML, 

TLG#####.bin, 

TLG#####.xml

This is a multi-file ISO11783 compliant format.  You must upload a zip file which contains the TaskData.XML file as well as all of the 

TLG#####.BIN and TLG#####.XML files from the same directory.

Trimble FMD ✓ *.SHP, *.SHX, *.DBF This is a shape file format. You must upload a zip file which contains the Coverage.SHP, Coverage.SHX, and Coverage. DBF files 

which make up the shapefile. You may include multiple shapefiles in the same zip as long as all of the companion SHP, SHX, and 

DBF files are present.




